The Complete Honeycomb Falls Series

DEN AND BREAKFAST (Book 1)When
Rachel inherits her grandmothers home in
the idyllic village of Honeycomb Falls, she
decides to turn it into a gorgeous bed &
breakfast. Yet will her plans survive her
encounter with the sinfully hot werewolf
masquerading as the gardener, or the darker
heritage that her grandmother has left her,
whom rumor has was a powerful
witch?LOOK BEFORE YOU BAKE(Book
2)When Anita wins the Frankly County
Bake Off with the help of a mysterious vial
of honey, shes determined to take her
winnings and open her own sweet little
bakery. With a potential investor on the
line and her dark past returning to ruin her
dreams, she sets off into the wilderness,
determined to persuade the honeys
guardian to give her more and guarantee
her success. Luckily for Anita hes a
gorgeous mountain man of a werebear who
likes
the
look
of
her
wicked
curves...CATCHING
THE
CAT
BURGLAR(Book 3)When local librarian
Joanna learns that a spot is opening in the
Honeycomb Falls police force, she leaps at
the chance to join. Shell have to ignore the
arrival of Chase Xavier, the searingly
attractive new head librarian, and focus on
catching the cat burglar who has been
stealing the towns most prized possessions.
With the help of a little talking dog called
Groofy, shell have to track down this thief,
and catch him before he has a chance to
steal
her
heart...BETWEEN
TWO
WOLVES AND A HARD PLACE(Book
4)Kieras life has come crashing down
around her ears. When her boyfriend steals
her business and home, she returns to
Honeycomb Falls to plan her revenge and
start a new glassblowing shop. Yet she
hadnt counted on running into Dean and
Drake, her childhood shifter best friends who are now all grown up, totally growly
and sinfully hot! Will these two
werewolves give this curvy girl the time of
day after the way she broke their hearts one
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golden summer so many years ago?A
LION AFTER MY OWN HEART(Book
5)When Boston reporter Myra is assigned
to write a profile of the smokin hot
Alexander Adams, the golden haired
mayoral candidate, she promises nothing
will stop her from writing the story of her
career. Yet she soon starts to suspect that
Alexander is a shifter - and the deeper she
digs, the more convinced she becomes that
he hails from a small, out of the way town
called Honeycomb Falls. Soon Myras
going to discover just how far Alexander is
willing to go to keep his secrets - and for
the first time, she just might have to choose
between her story and her heart.DONT
JUDGE A BEAR BY HIS COVER(Book
6)Saira has convinced dozens of indie
bookstores to merge with her fathers
mega-chain, Universal Books. Yet when
she arrives in Honeycomb Falls to do the
same with The Bears Book Cave, this
curvy and very professional business
woman finds her plans turned head over
heels by the sinfully hot bookstore owner...
Reader note: these books contains
searing sex (ice cream time-outs are
recommended) and adult language (the
alphas know what they like and arent shy
about demanding). If this is not the kind of
stuff you like to read, skip these books.
However, if you like dirty, raunchy sex
with ridiculous hot shifters on funny curvy
girls, then this is right up your alley. Enjoy!
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